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Abstract
Science and wisdom are the two essential elements for gaining a deep and basic understanding of the phenomenon. Science and wisdom have a common window. Science opens up a way to the wisdom and wisdom makes
the science blossom.To fully understand and recognize the characteristics of the things, three kinds of education
are needed: general education, scientific education, and wisdom or spiritual education. In the area of scientific
education, the phenomena are mostly recognized by visible forces while they are perceived and discovered by
invisible forces in the area of wisdom and spiritual education. Wisdom and spiritual education is achievable
through piety, purity, and innocence. An innocent self owns a light by which it can see inside the entities and
discover them. Because of solidarity exists between science and wisdom, these two realms should tightly
imitate to each other. For example, it is expected that a person who works in the field of pharmacy with a special
focus on cognitive sciences, would first go to Biomimetics. It means that he diagnoses, in the first phase, the
origin of the drug in nature, then uses that knowledge as a pattern and in the next step synthesizes the drug by
imitating the nature and finally creates the natural technology. Inanimate, plant, animal, and prayer do exist in
nature and they can be made into drugs and molecules. Nowadays, the science is integrating with wisdom and
spiritual, it is feasible to enter them together into the realm of experimental sciences and construct advanced,
molecular and natural technologies out of them.
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